CHALLENGE

Outside
In High
Style

An award-winning local
designer creates a blackand-white space that
will have people flocking
to the outdoors

St. Barts Stripes pillows,
24-inch square
Square Feathers,
$236 each
“Austin’s own Square
Feathers offers outdoor
pillows in a variety of
colors and styles. I love
classic stripes and selected
24-inch pillows to use on
the sofa and chairs.”
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THE
CHALLENGE
Design an outdoor
space that is worthy of hosting two
guests or 20 and
features pieces
from local artisans
and businesses.

THE CONCEPT

THE
CHALLENGER
Heather Blue
Harkovich,
Heather Scott
Home & Design

“I wanted to make using the outdoor
space a fun event that would draw
homeowners and their friends outdoors. Classic black and white provide
the stylish foundation to showcase a
design-inspired rug, accent pillows and
grand pavilion. Pops of green from locally
made outdoor planters contribute to the
welcoming environment.”

Tuuci Atlantis Pavilion
Restoration Hardware,
$9,495
“The Texas sun can be
brutal. If you don’t have
a covered area, consider
adding this awesome
pavilion. Who wants
a ho-hum space? This
‘umbrella’ will make using
an outdoor space feel like
a special event.”

Summer Classics Marina seating
Anthony’s Patio, $5,295 (sofa),
$2,058 (chair) as shown
“With chic woven rope and ebony metal
accents, this set would be perfect for
lakeside living. I would choose white
cushions and add personality with a fun
rug and accent pillows.”

Element coffee table
CB2, $399
“You don’t want to have to
worry about your outdoor
furniture, so I selected
this stone cocktail table.
The price point mixes in
a ‘high-low’ element that
makes this patio concept
approachable.”

COURTESY HEATHER BLUE HARKOVICH (HARKOVICH); SUMMER CLASSICS (SEATING); SQUARE FEATHERS
(PILLOWS); CB2 (TABLE); RESTORATION HARDWARE (PAVILION); BOLD MFG (PLANTERS); CAPEL RUGS

accents

Westlake planters from
Bold MFG
Bold MFG, $275 (cube),
$295 (trough)
“Every outdoor space
looks better with greenery.
Also, it is critical that we
support Austin’s local
artisans and businesses,
so I searched out locally
made planters that would
bring an Austin flair. These
steel gauge planters from
Bold MFG will contribute
to a patio’s character.
I would mix sizes
throughout the patio.”

Capel Rugs Finesse
10-by-14 honeycomb rug
Anthony’s Patio, $1,950
“David Hicks wallpaper
and fabric are design
classics. The ability
to incorporate stylish
elements—such as
this Hicks-inspired,
honeycomb-patterned
rug—used to be limited.
But with today’s
technology, there are
many great fabric and
rug options that can
bring personality and
flair to an outdoor area.”
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